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How it all began

The Vision 
Community Rebuilds is a nonprofit based out of Moab, UT. The organization’s inception began in the 

mid 2000s, when founder Emily Niehaus (a loan officer at the time) began to fully realized the void 

of affordable housing in the Moab community. Of the neighborhoods supplying “affordable” homes, 

many are comprised largely of manufactured housing built prior to modern building codes. Not only 

are these homes no longer financeable, they are poorly insulated and induce high energy bills year 

round. With a clear lack of quality housing options available to the Moab workforce, the vision of 

replacing these manufactured homes with modest, natural, energy efficient homes seemed like the 

logical solution.  

The Execution
Emily was turned on to the idea of straw bale building by it’s simplicity, beauty, and low-carbon 

impact. The only difficulty with the build typology was the labor intensity it demanded, and the lack 

of straw bale builders. The answer – create an education program to source volunteer labor. Most 

courses or workshops for natural building are extremely costly, thus creating a barrier to the field. 

By developing the framework for a free internship program that would teach straw bale building, 

Community Rebuilds was able to provide young emerging professionals the opportunity to learn 

these skills while supplying a free construction crew for the build.

Growth
The first CR home was completed in 2010. With one build successfully in the books, the program 

took off from there and has continued to steadily increase building capacity year after year. The 

CR model has proven to be replicable in other communities such as Gunnison County, CO and on 

the Hopi Reservation in Arizona. This replicability, combined with the momentum of the education 

program, has given CR traction as a leader in low-carbon, modern, natural building. 

A level playing field
A sub-mission of CR is to empower women interested in the field of building. CR seeks to maintain 

an equal gender balance within the internship program and create a safe environment for any 

and all to learn and grow. Additionally, the female presence has been strong amongst building 

instructors and within the administration.

Mission

Build energy efficient 
housing

Provide Education on 
sustainability

Improve Housing 
Conditions of the 
workforce through and 
Affordable program.
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The Community Rebuilds Price Tag

Low Construction Cost
Community Rebuilds has developed an innovative affordable housing solution by finding creative 
ways to reduce the cost of construction. These methods include:

• Recruiting volunteer interns through an education program to complete the bulk of the 

construction labor. The homeowner’s labor efforts are an additional cost reduction.

• Utilizing simple architectural designs that lower design costs and encourage replicability.

• Incorporating healthy natural materials that are “dirt cheap”— such as mud and straw — and 

using recycled, salvaged, and donated building materials wherever possible.

By implementing these low-tech methods, we have reduced the construction cost for our single-

family Moab homes to roughly  $70 per square foot -- half the standard costs of construction in a 

region where housing and land costs are high. 

Net Zero Energy Consumption
We combine passive and active solar design with highly insulating straw bale wall systems, and 

thermal mass adobe floors to significantly decrease future heating and cooling costs. Our homes are 

not only affordable to build, but the cost savings continues through the life cycle operation of our 

homes over the years to come. 

A solar photo voltaic array is now a standard feature of the CR home. With this added source of 

energy, homeowners are experiencing utility bills of just over $8 per month -- simply the cost to tie 

into the local grid system. We are proud to say that most CR homes create more energy than they 

consume.

Education Exchange
One of the biggest cost-reducing practices employed by CR is the Internship Education 

Program. The Education Program is open to young emerging professionals from all over the 

world, wishing to gain experience in the field of Natural Building – also known as interns. 

Interns perform the bulk of the labor as volunteers in exchange for the skills and knowledge 

they learn while in the program. They are also provided with housing and a food stipend.

The Internship Program is the heart and soul of CR, and the combined volunteer efforts can 

be valued between $70,000-$100,000 for each home. 

Volunteer Labor
+
Simple Design
+
Natural Materials

$70 per sq. ft. to build

Passive & Active Solar
+
Highly Insulative Walls
+
Energy Efficient Systems

$8 monthly electric bills
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USDA Partnership

How CR Homes are Financed
Community Rebuilds has developed a mutually beneficial relationship with the United States 

Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Mutual Self Help Program. Through this program, 

we are able to help eligible homeowners qualify for the 502 Direct Loan and participate in 

the Mutual Self-Help Program. These two sources in conjunction allow for the costs of land, 

construction and Community Rebuilds instructors to be fully covered.

The 502 Direct Loan
The 502 Direct Loan is one of the best loan products currently on the market for very-low and low 
income households. Below are some important characteristics associated with this particular loan:

• The loan amount is determined by the applicant’s repayment ability. Regardless of this ability, 

applicants cannot borrow more than the area’s loan limits. ($227,700 -- 2017)

• An extremely low interest rate is also associated with the 502 Direct Loan. The fixed interest 

rate is based on current market rates at loan approval or loan closing, (whichever is lower)  but 

the interest rate can be as low as 1% when modified by payment assistance/subsidy. (2.785% 

-- 2017)

• The payback period is 33 years. A 38 year payback period is available for very low income 

applicants who can’t afford the 33 year loan term.

• There is typically no down payment  required. Applicants with assets higher than the asset 

limits may be required to use a portion of those assets. ($15,000 for applicants under age 61, 

and $20,000 for 62 and older – 2017)

The Mutual Self Help Program
Community Rebuilds is a recipient of the USDA’s 523 Mutual Self Help Grant. This grant directly 

supports the salaries of our supervisors, instructors and program staff. By receiving this grant, 

and therefore participating in the Mutual Self Help Program, homeowners are subject to several 

stipulations.

The first stipulation relates to the “self help” aspect. A CR homeowner is an active participant in the 

building of their home and must be able to commit to working an average of 20 hours weekly. 

Households are allowed to recruit additional volunteers (aka friends and family) to help with these 

hours; however, at least 50% must be done by direct household members. 

The “mutual” aspect of the program indicates that homeowners will also work on the homes of other 

households participating in the build cycle. This is a group effort and homeowners may not move in 

until all homes are complete. Interns contribute to the build for five months. Any unfinished tasks 

will be completed by homeowners in the months following the build.

For more information and current figures, visit the website for the 
USDA Rural Development Program. (https://www.rd.usda.gov/ut)

The 502 Direct Loan
Low Interest Rate
Subsidy Available
33-38 yr. payback periord
No downpayment

Mutual Self-Help Program
Homeowners spend and 
average of 20 hours per 
week building each other’s 
homes.
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Homeowner Selection Process

Pre-qualification and Loan Process
Community Rebuilds keeps a pipeline of potential homeowners at all times. To be added to this pipeline 
as a candidate, the first step is to complete our Pre-qualification Application and Participation 
Agreement (available on the CR website). Initial eligibility is determined by three main factors:

• Must have lived in the community for a minimum of two years.

• Must be in the very-low to low income range. Note – Some households with a combined 

income higher than the area income limit may still be eligible if you qualify for special deductions. 

Deductions may result based on student status, elderly household members, dependents, medical 

expenses, etc. 

• Must be below asset cap of $15,000. If above asset cap, all assets greater than $15,000 can be 

used as a down payment.

The next step toward building your CR home is to apply for the 502 Direct Loan discussed in the 

previous section. CR will assist eligible applicants with the submission of an official loan application to 

the USDA, which will require extensive financial documentation. A full list of necessary documents will be 

provided by CR.

Helpful Tips
Typically, it takes at least one year from the time an eligible applicant is added to the pipeline to qualify 

for the 502 Direct Loan and to be ready to build their CR home. Factors affecting that length of time 

include:

• The number of potential homeowners already in the pipeline. CR operates on a first come 

first serve basis. We work to qualify each applicant in the order in which their Pre-qualification 

Application was received.

• Your own financial status/eligibility. Despite pre-qualification, it can take some time to get all of 

the ducks in a row for the loan application process.

• Pre-1976 Trailer Prioritization – due to potential health risks and extreme energy inefficiency, CR 

may prioritize replacement of pre-1976 trailers for any applicants currently owning such dwellings.

While You Wait
While you are waiting for your turn in the queue to come up, here are some helpful tips to prepare you 

for the loan application:

• Make sure you have two active lines of trade. For example a car loan and a credit card. These trade 

lines must have monthly activity for at lease 12 consecutive months prior to the loan application. Be 

sure to keep your monthly minimum payments low, because it can affect your loan amount, and pay 

all of your bills on time.

• If you’re self-employed, your business must have been operable for at least two years to qualify as 

repayment income. Income for self-employed applicants will be calculated based on an average of 

the past two year’s earnings.

• Continue to send CR updated income information and tax returns.

• Keep bank statements and pay stubs on hand, as we will be requesting them.

Prequalification
Resident for 2+ years
Very-low to Low Income
Only loan option

Average time line = 1 Year
This is dependent on:
# of people in pipeline
Your own finacial situation
Pre-1976 trailer priority
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Planning, Budget and Design

Spending and Planning Do’s and Dont’s
All bookkeeping will be handled by CR staff. Homeowners will in fact have no direct access to 
spending, but will be involved in the monitoring of all purchases. Below are some general guidelines 

to consider when it comes to budgeting and planning.

DON’T purchase anything out of pocket for the build. Anything you do buy on your own must be an 

approved budget item to be reimbursed by CR. (please keep and submit all receipts).

DO be mindful of the budget and that CR homes are not technically custom homes (despite getting 

to make many design choices). Any materials and fixtures that can be up/recycled will be of great 

benefit, and avoid unnecessary added costs such as rusted metal roofs, and designer paint colors.

DO utilize your budget for high quality windows and exterior doors. Quality matters in this 

department. 

DO expect and plan to do all landscaping on your own. Make sure to plan this thoughtfully.

DON’T hire contractors/subcontractors who are not licensed and insured.

What is and isn’t in a CR Home
It’s important to keep in mind that although CR does allow for many aesthetic choices to be made by 

the homeowner, we are not in the business of customized homes - we build modest, affordable 
housing. Homeowners will be allowed to decide on many finishes such as plaster colors, trims, 

exterior colors, roof color, cabinetry, hardware, lighting, and make floor plan adjustments, but our 

homes cannot appear overly lavish. Decisions on special details and requests will be left to the 

discretion of the build team. Keep in mind, what has been done in the past on CR homes, may not 

be an option on your home.

Homeowners do not have 
direct access to spending. 
CR will take care of book 
keeping. 

Homeowners will be able 
to make many choices – 
but homes cannot appear 
overly lavish.

CR Homes Have

Solar Panels

Electric Appliances

Mini Splits (heat/cooling)

Adobe Floors

Earthen Plaster

Solar Tubes

Large South-facing Windows

CR Homes Do Not Have

Gas Appliances

Wood-burning Stoves

Swamp Coolers

In floor heating

Porches or Patios

Garages

Carpeting
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Homeowner Expectations

Tracking Hours
 The Mutual Self-Help Program stipulates that CR homeowners must commit an average of 20 hours 
weekly per household to the direct construction of their home and other homes being built during 

their cycle. Hours must be signed off on by the build team for each day the homeowner works on 

site. These hours are submitted weekly to CR’s Program Director. 

Repercussions of falling behind on hours are as follows:

• 15 hours behind -- Meeting with build team to determine a make-up plan.

• 30 hours behind -- Cessation of interns and build team working on home

• 45 hours behind -- Foreclosure

These consequences are meant to encourage homeowners to keep on track with the build 

schedule. Though strict, such actions are rarely taken, and CR is there to help you navigate the 

waters through mandatory weekly homeowner meetings with the program director.

Intern Engagement
One if the highlights of the CR interns building your home is that they get to work side by side with 

you! Interns love being able to build relationships with the people for who they are laboring so hard. 

Not only does your presence provide value for them, but it is extremely important to recognize that 

CR could not function and build your home without interns. While interns are provided with housing 

and education, the organization ultimately views them as customers and it is paramount to create 
a great intern experience. Past homeowners have shown their appreciation by bringing treats to 

site, hosting dinners or taking interns for fun outdoor adventures. 

Learning Objectives
On the days you are scheduled to work on site, plan to be there for the whole day from start to 

finish. This will be the most beneficial for you and least disruptive for the build team/interns. While 

exceptions are made, the expectation is a full day’s participation. The parts of the build that are most 

important for you as the homeowner to participate in are:

Interior Framing and Blocking

Interior and Exterior Plaster

Adobe Floor

Exterior Painting

Homeowners must work 
20 hours weekly on any 
homes being built during 
their term.

Homeowners should 
regularly show their 
appreciation for the CR 
interns.

Plan on moving in one 
month after end of the 
build term, and finishing the 
home if necessary.

End of Semester Notes
Make sure you give yourself at least a one month cushion at the end of the build before you plan 

to move in. You never know what could happen, and there may be delays. In the event that the 

home is not finished before the end of the interns’ semester, the homeowners in the group will 
work together to complete the homes.
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Post-Program Information

USDA Regulations
Building a home with the 502 Loan places certain ongoing restrictions on activities involving the 

property for the life of the loan. Primarily, homeowners must understand that their property cannot 

be income producing. 

If you choose to have a long-term renter/roommate in the home, that tenant’s earnings must 

be reported as part of the annual total household income. This could jeopardize subsidized 

payment assistance. While homeowners are permitted to have roommates, they are not allowed 
to conduct nightly rentals (such as an Airbnb or VRBO) out of their home, have an accessory 

dwelling unit, or operate a commercial farm on the property. Home based operations that do 

not require specific land features, such as child care, product sales, and massage therapy are 

not restricted by USDA. Failure to comply with these restrictions may result in loss of payment 

assistance or foreclosure initiated by USDA Rural Development.

Community Rebuilds Second Lien and Deed Restrictions
To allow homeowners to fairly collect the equity built by participation in the CR homeowner 

program, CR takes out a second lien on each home. The purpose of this lien is to encourage long-

term occupancy by the initial homeowner. The equity calculation is the difference between the 

appraised value of the home and the amount of the 502 Direct Loan. This lien will distribute 
equity back to the homeowner over a 20 year period at a rate of 5% per year. 

Indefinite deed restrictions are attached to all CR properties. These restrictions are as follows:

• Home must be sold to primary/owner occupants – reserving affordable housing stock for 

members of the Moab workforce.

• CR has first right of refusal, which would potentially allow for the home to be resold to a new 

homeowner applicant.

• The property can never be used for nightly rentals.

Home Warranty
We don’t want to leave CR homeowners high and dry once the build is over, especially because 

many homeowner may not be used to maintaining natural plasters, adobe floors, etc. The homes 
are warrantied for the first year once construction has commenced, meaning homeowners will 

have access to CR build staff to consult on any malfunctions or maintenance issues that result in 

that time frame. CR does empower our homeowners to make repairs independently.

Most of the maintenance methods for a straw bale home will be reviewed with the homeowner prior 

to the end of the build. Homeowners will also be equipped with a maintenance manual for their 

home, containing information such as what cleaning products to use, how to care for their natural 

plasters and adobe floors, appropriate cleaning products, and the accompanying paperwork for all 

fixtures and appliances.
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Homeowners are not 
permitted to operate 
nightly rentals, or 
commercial farms.

CR holds a second lien on 
the home for a 
 20 year period.

A CR home is under 
warrenty for the first 
year after the build.
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Land Requirements

Eligible Properties
For current landowners wishing to build a CR home on their property, or for those preemptively 

searching for land there are several requirements for the land to be deemed buildable:

• Land must be within close proximity to our intern housing and other projects – i.e. Moab 

and Spanish Valley. At this time, we are unable to build in Castle Valley, Monticello, La Sal, or 

Thompson Spring. 

• If there is dwelling on the property already, it must have been build prior to 1976, or be 

considered dilapidated.

• Our current plan size and design must fit on the property, and within the HOAs/CCNRs for 

certain subdivision.

• The property should have good access to solar gain. Part of what makes CR homes such a great 

benefit to the homeowners is the energy efficiency, which is largely derived from both active 

and passive solar. This means properties we build on receive enough direct sunlight to allow 

panels to be an effective option, along with ability for passive solar design.

• The property cannot be income producing, such as operating a commercial farm, or nightly 

rental on the property.

• If property is in the flood zone, flood insurance may be required, which could jeopardize the 

financial feasibility for some homeowners. 

Application Process for Current Landowners
Landownership will be indicated on your prequalification application. Some additional things CR 

will need are the address, lot size, and pictures of the property from several angles. Once this 

information is received, the CR program director will visit the site to ensure it meets all of the 

requirements. From there, the land must be approved by USDA Rural Development, the state 
engineer, and the Community Rebuilds Board of Directors.

Assuming the land meets the requirements, already owning property can often expedite the amount 

of time spent on the wait list, but can delay as well, depending on proximity to other projects.

Don’t Have Land?
If you are applying for CR without owning land, don’t worry – many people are in your shoes. There is 

no cut and dry process for land when it comes to the CR program. It is always a good idea to be on 

the look out for lots that meet the criteria listed above. In the chance that you do find property while 

in the applicant queue, please consult CR program director before submitting a purchase contract, 

to ensure it meets our criteria.

For recent builds, CR has been able to procure large lots that can be subdivided and sold to 

applicants who do not own land. 
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Land must be in Moab or 
Spanish Valley.

Sites must be approved 
by CR staff/board, USDA, 
and state engineer.

Having land can help 
expedite time on the 
waitlist, but this is not a 
guarantee.


